File 9 VBS 2015 JOTM Grades 3 & 4 Bible Study Leadership 2-Hour Session

Journey Off the Map Grades 3-4 Bible Study Leader Guide
Purpose Statement
This two-hour plan is designed to train and equip leaders for grades 3-4 Bible Study
Leader Guide to conduct LifeWay’s Journey Off the Map.

Resources to Collect, Prepare, & Copy
Resources to Collect
Step 1
• CD Player
• Bible Study CD
Step 2
• Pack item 6
Step 3
• Backpack
• VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Bible Study Leader Kit
• Bible Study Enhanced CD
• Bible Study Enhanced CD Items printed
• Kids Field Kit Grades 1-6
• 3-ring binder
• Sheet protectors
Step 4
• Pack items 4,6,7,8,14,16,18,19,21,23
• Disposable straw
• Red paper
• 2 twigs or sticks
• Conference Outline Item 1
• Bible Study CD
Step 5
• Pack item 9
Step 6
• “Discussion Questions” (CD)
Step 7
• “Field Notes” (CD)
• Clipboard
Step 8
• Pack item 10
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“Where Am I?” (CD)
Step 10
• Map from Kids Field Kit
Step 11
• Conference Outline Item 2
•
4 Journey Off the Map backpacks or other small bags, such as brown paper
grocery bags
• 8 blank map markers
•
“Proverbs 3:5-6” (CD)
• Bandana or VBS Kid Wrap to be used as a blindfold
• 5 empty water bottles (same sized)
• Small ball for “water bottle bowling”
• Binoculars from Kids Field Kit
• VBS 2015 Kids Wrap or a bandana
• Expedition tags (005707301) (1 tag per conferee)
•

Resources to Prepare
Step 2
•

Place the “Compass” (pack item 6) in a place that will be well visible to
conferees.

Step 3
•
•
•
•

Print all the CD Items from Bible Study CD.
Place each CD item in a separate sheet protector in the correct numbered
order.
Place the sheet protectors in the 3-ring notebook arranged as listed on the
Instructions for the Bible Enhanced CD Items (pack item 1).
Place the prepared 3-ring notebook in the backpack, along with the VBS 2015
Grades 3-4 Bible Study Leader Guide, VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Bible Study
Leader Kit, Bible Study CD, and Kids Field Kit Grades 1-6.

Step 4
•
•
•

Roll up red paper and put it inside the straw.
Arrange all the items collected for Step 4 within your reach to display and
discuss.
Print “Conference Outline Item 1” (CD) and attach each coordinating sheet on
the back of each Bible Story Picture as directed. Using the “Compass” (pack
item 4) as your guide, place “Day 2 Teaching Picture” (pack item 14) in the
southeast direction area of the room. Place “Day 3 Teaching Picture” (pack
item 16) in the north direction area of the room. Place “Day 4 Teaching
Picture” (pack item 19) in the southwest direction of the room. Place “Day 5
Teaching Picture” (pack item 21) in the northwest direction of the room.

Step 5
Prepare pack item 9 as directed.
Step 10
• Cut out the tablet for each day of the map, resulting in 5 pieces of paper.
• Write the following information on the appropriate day’s field notes: Day
1:Finish It: Take notes; Day 2: Finish It Map Markers; Today’s Point; Day
3:Finish It: Take notes; Day 4:Live It: Make a list; Day 5: Finish It: Map
Markers.
•
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Laminate or cover each card with clear, self-adhesive paper.
Step 11
• Cut apart the cards found on Conference Outline Item 2.
• Write each of the following terms on a separate blank map marker: Start It,
Learn It, Live It, Finish It, Application Activity 1, Application Activity 2, Bonus
Verse Activity, and Bible Skills Activity.
• Cut apart “Proverbs 3:5-6” (CD).
• Label each water bottle with each of the following phrases, one per water
bottle: Know Your Guide, Follow Your Guide, Trust Your Guide, Stay on
Track, and Keep Watching.
• Place the Conference Item 2A instructions in a bag along with prepared
“schedule terms” map markers.
• Place the Conference Item 2B instructions in a bag along with a VBS 2015
Kids Wrap or bandana and “Cut-apart Proverbs 3:5-6.”
• Place the Conference Item 2C instructions, 5-labeled water bottles, and one
small ball in a bag.
• Place the Conference Item 2D instructions in a bag with a set of pop-up
binoculars.
•

Resources to Copy
• Handout 1

Focal Wall Description
Display the “Journey Off the Map Banner” (pack item 2), the “Banner Add-ons” (pack
item 3), “Bible Verse Poster (pack item 4), and “Motto Poster” (pack item 5) on the
focal wall.

Room Setup Description
Place a table near the “Journey Off the Map Banner” and cover it with a brown
tablecloth or sheet. Place all the supplies you will need to have close at hand on the
table. Arrange the chairs in a large circle to create as much open space as possible.
If space is an issue, place the chairs in a few rows, facing the focal wall.

Decoration Suggestions
Use the VBS 2015 Supersized Backdrop (005651440) in the room to create the
atmosphere of Journey Off the Map. Crumple long pieces of brown craft paper to
create branches and hang them around the room and on furniture. Crumple long
pieces of green bcraft paper to create vines to decorate with as needed. Group any
artificial or silk plants and trees in the room together to create a jungle-type feel. Use
brown craft paper, brown tablecloths, or brown sheets with drawn on black lines to
create a wood grain look. Group hiking items, such as boots, walking sticks, water
containers, and backpacks around the room. Hang a VBS 2015 Giant Inflatable
Butterfly (005650054) or VBS 2015 Inflatable Dragonfly (005651431) in the room
from the ceiling or attach it to a wall. Prepare “Ladder Rungs” (pack item 12) and
“Pick a Flower” (pack item 20) as directed on “Instructions for Pack Items” (pack item
1) and use them to decorate.
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Audio Visual Needs
•
•

CD player
Bible Study CD

Teaching Steps
1. Welcome Conferees (5 minutes) Greet conferees as they come in the door
and “Journey Off the Map Theme Song” (CD) is playing. Welcome them to
Tangled Treehouse and encourage people to begin looking through their VBS
2015 Grades 3-4 Leader Guides if they brought them with them. Provide each
conferee with Handout 1. Introduce yourself and share something you are
really excited about in the Grades 3-4 Leader Guide with the conferees.

2. Play an introduction game (5 minutes) Point out the “Compass” (pack item
6) and review the different directions (North, South, East, West) with
conferees. Share that for the conference the compass may not be positioned
correctly, because the pack item needs to be near the focal wall. Direct
conferees to point in the appropriate direction when you call out each
direction, such as “South, Northeast, West, North, East.” Once conferees
seem to have a basic understanding of the directions, direct them to close
their eyes while you call out the directions and point in the direction you call
out. Ask: “How difficult was it to remember the directions with your eyes
closed? Perhaps with VBS you may get a little confused at times, or you may
wonder which way to go when you first look at your curriculum.” Share the
good news that conferees will leave confident of which way to go and be
prepared to journey off the map with third and fourth graders into the Bible
study each day.

3. Unpack your bags (15 minutes) Share that now that everyone has arrived in
the Tangled Treehouse, it’s time to unpack your bag. Describe each item as
you remove it from the backpack. Use the notes below to share information
about each item:
• VBS 2015 Leader Guide: Each leader needs a leader guide. The
guide includes all the teaching procedures, decoration suggestions,
supply list, and tips and suggestions for how to teach third and fourth
graders. Reference page 5 for characteristics of this age group, and
point out the idea of watching television programming for this age. A
supply list for each day is found on pages 43-44 in the back of the
book.
• VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Bible Study Leader Pack: Each Bible study
room should receive a leader pack. The items included in it are the title
banner which is displayed on the wall, banner add-ons, and all the
items needed to complete specific activities in the VBS 2015 Grades
3-4 Bible Study Leader Guide. Pack items are numbered, and a list of
those items and how to use each one is the first item in the pack.
Make sure conferees know that if different people are teaching each
day, and the items are given out, the instructions are not on the bottom
of each item. LifeWay gives permission to make a copy of pack item 1.
Each VBS leader who is teaching any part of each day’s activities
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•

•

•

needs a copy of pack item 1. This way, your leaders will know what
each item is, if it is used on more than one day, and how it needs to be
prepared.
VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Bible Study Enhanced CD: The CD comes
inside the Leader Pack and serves two purposes: one is to provide
music and the other contains items to be printed. The same CD is
used for both. When you receive your curriculum, one of the first
things you should do is print the CD items. If the CD is lost, you won’t
have access to the items that need to be printed. Remember the CD is
needed on each day to listen to the music.
Bible Study Enhanced CD Notebook: Display the prepared
notebook, and explain how you put it together. Point out the many
different items found on the CD, such as review questions, discussion
questions, lesson plans, and items used throughout activities. The CD
items may be copied as many times as you need. Preparing the CD
item notebook will make it easier to find what you need rather than
printing off each item on the day you know it will be used. The
instructions for using the Bible Study Enhanced CD Items are also
found on the back of pack item 1. Again, you have permission to make
copies of this page for your use. Briefly discuss the “Lesson Plans”
(CD) and explain each day has different sections in it. The introductory
activity is called “Start It”, and today conferees completed the activity
as it is found on page 10 of the Grades 3-4 Leader Guide. The goal of
“Start It” is provide an introductory, fun activity to engage kids before
presenting the Bible story. The activity always makes a connection to
the Bible story and Today’s Point.
Kids Field Kit: This kit is used in the same way as last year’s kit. The
Kids Field Kit includes pop-up binoculars, a fold out map, map
markers, summary points for each day’s Bible story, a plan for sharing
the Gospel, and different games to play with the map. This item is
used each day in the lesson, but there are many different ways to use
it during other times of VBS if needed. The map markers can be used
to sort groups and review. The more you look at this kit, the more uses
you will discover for it. The kit is designed for grades 1-6. The kits are
designed so that each child may have one. However, you could share
one kit amongst a few kids if needed. Explain you will share more
about how to use the Kids Field Kit when you talk about the “Live It”
section. Invite conferees to ask any questions they may have about
the basics that have been unpacked so far. Remind conferees that
one leader pack and CD are used per room. The Kids Field Kit is
recommend one per kid, but several kids may share one when
needed.

4. Bible Story Study (20 minutes). Explain the Bible Story will always be
presented during the “Learn It” section. Share conferees will use the
directions they practiced earlier to discover each day’s Bible story. With
the discovery of each Bible Story Picture, explain conferees will discover
the Scripture reference, key points, and the method in which the story will
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be presented to third and fourth graders. Provide a volunteer with “Day 1
Bible Story Teaching Picture” (pack item 8) and ask her to read aloud the
information found on the back. When the volunteer mentions a pack item,
CD item, or specific supplies being used, hold the item(s) up for conferees
to see. After sharing information found on the back of the Bible Story
Picture, ask the volunteer to read the direction to locate the next Bible
story. Repeat the activity until you have found and identified all five Bible
Story Pictures. Use the following information to help conferees further
understand how the items are used in teaching the Bible story:
• Day 1: “Bible Story Direction Signs” (pack item 7). Kids will follow
the directions just like conferees are right now to hear the story.
• Day 2: Demonstrate how to shoot the flare in the air and discuss
different possibilities to meet the needs of conferees. Flares are
supposed to go up only when Daniel has to make a decision.
Discuss how to handle the possibility that some kids will want to
send up flares when it is not time to do so. Offer some suggestions,
such as once a flare has been sent up at the wrong time, it can’t be
sent again. Or, place the kids in groups. The first group will shoot
the flare up when the first decision is made, then the next group
listens. The goal of this activity is to enhance the learning
experience, not distract or take away from it. You can also offer the
option of just having kids blow into the straw when they think Daniel
needs to make a decision.
• Day 3: Use sticks to demonstrate how to write words in the air.
Discuss possible variations to this method, such as one child write
a word at a time. Instead of sticks, kids could use their fingers, paint
brushes, or disposable straws to write in the air.
• Day 4: “Emotion Cue Cards” (pack item 18). Display the cards and
explain how the emotions will be used in telling the story to keep
kids engaged.When kids hear different emotions being mentioned,
they will respond with similar facial expressions to match those
found on “Emotion Cue Cards.”
• Day 5: “Day 5 Bible Story Direction Signs” (pack item 23). Share
kids will use the same method to tell the story as they did on
Monday and conferees have done today.
• Emphasize the importance of opening your Bible during the telling
of the Bible story each day. Make a point to emphasize the Bible is
truth, and challenge conferees to be sure kids recognize the Bible
is not fiction. Everything that is written in the Bible happened.
5. Introduce Isaiah 30:21 (15 minutes). Explain this week’s verse is Isaiah
30:21, and the verse also serves as the week’s VBS Motto. Point out the
“Motto Poster” (pack item 5) found on the focus wall. This verse will be
introduced, discussed, applied, and reviewed throughout the week during
“Learn It.” Each day a different activity will be used to help kids learn Isaiah
30:21. Conferees will work together to use the directions found on the back of
each “Scripture Compass Card” to assemble the words to Isaiah 30:21 in the
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correct order. Once the verse is assembled, invite a volunteer to read it aloud
and call attention to “Bible Verse Poster” (pack item 3). Use the items from
Step 4 to help demonstrate how the verse will be reviewed each day. Share
the following information with conferees and use the activities as suggested:
• Day 1: “Scripture Compass Cards” (pack item 9). This is the activity found
on page 11 that conferees just completed.
• Day 2: Remind conferees about how to send up flares. Show how the
words to Isaiah 30:21 can be found on the Enhanced Bible Study CD and
should be printed on red paper, cut apart, and placed in the straws. Kids
will all send up the flares at the same time, then work together to place the
words of the verse together.
• Day 3: The sticks used to tell the story will be used to pick up the
“Scripture Compass Cards” (CD) and place the words in order.
• Day 4: Demonstrate how to place your hand over your mouth to muffle
your speech. Say a word from Isaiah 30:21 and ask conferees to identify
what word you spoke. Once the word is determined, the entire group of
conferees should read the verse aloud in unison, beginning with the word
you said and ending with the last word before the word you said. Explain
this will provide more repetition of the verse in a unique way, since kids
will not begin with the first word of the verse.
• Day 5: Kids hopefully will be very familiar with the verse by this time. As
space allows, ask conferees to stand shoulder to shoulder on one side of
the room. The conferees should say one word of the verse with each step
they take. By the time the group reaches the other side of the room,
hopefully the entire verse will be said. Ask: “Why do you think this is a
good way for kids to learn this verse?” Point out the verse discusses
walking in the truth, and this exercise allows kids to physical walk and talk
at the same time.
• Conclude by quickly reviewing how several objects were used in Bible
story and in learning the Bible verse. Point out how the objects will help
kids who are visual learners connect to the items to the story and verse.

6. Explain the purpose of “Live It” (5 minutes). The third section of Bible story
is called “Live It”, and that’s exactly what the goal of this section is! This is an
opportunity for kids to apply what they’ve learned in their own lives. Kids may
think it’s great that Daniel was able to follow God’s rules of what to eat and
drink and become physically strong, but what does that really have to do with
a third grader? Each “Live It” addresses “Today’s Point.” “Today’s Point” is
always located on the first page of each day’s lesson as well as mentioned in
“Live It.” The “Live It” section is a great time to incorporate the “Discussion
Questions” (CD) to help kids apply what they are learning in their lives.
Utilizing the “Discussion Questions” (CD) could be an activity to stretch your
time together or used in place of an activity if you are running low on time.

7. Distribute “Field Notes” to volunteers to complete (CD) (10 minutes). Ask
those who receive the “Field Notes” (CD) to invite those sitting around them
to help them fill in the blank for each day’s notes. Each day’s “Field Notes”
will be added to the clipboard hanging in the room on the focal wall. Explain
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this activity will be completed for each day. This will provide a quick and easy
way to review the points throughout the week and give a visual for kids to
realize all the important information they are learning to apply in their lives.

8. Present the tools for sharing the Gospel (5 minutes). Information about
sharing the Gospel will be presented on Day 1 with third and fourth graders
and more information will be provided for them on Wednesday during “Live
It.” Display the “Directional Gospel Signs” (pack item 10) and briefly discuss
them with conferees. Pass around the “Where Am I?” cards (CD) for
conferees to see how kids will be asked about their desire to know more
about becoming a Christian. Review appropriate ways to share the Gospel
with kids. Point out on page 1 there is great information for sharing the
Gospel with others.

9. Pray (5 minutes). Spend a moment praying for the opportunity and privilege
of sharing the Gospel with kids. Pray specifically for the words that will be
spoken, answers to be ready for kids’ questions, and the prompting of the
Holy Spirit.

10. Finish It with Field Study Kits (10 minutes). Explain “Finish It” serves as an
opportunity to wrap up the day with reviewing what’s been learned. On most
days, the Kids Field Kit is used in this section. Kids are typically asked to
write something on their maps in each specific day’s section. Distribute
prepared pieces of the “The Map” and invite different volunteers to read aloud
how the Kids Field Kit is used each day. Use each opportunity to discuss how
the kit is helpful as well as variations for those who are going to share the kits
or not use them at all.
• Tips for kids that will be shared among kids
o When kids are asked to share, write several answers from
kids in the field notes section of the Kids Field Kit.
o Games can easily be played on a shared board, with teams
using the map markers as game pieces.
o The number of map markers included in each Kids Field Kit
make it easy to distribute them to kids without worry of
running out.
o When a set of map markers is required, kids can form pairs
or small groups to complete the activity.
• Tips for churches not purchasing kits.
o Purchase the blank map markers to use with your group,
and write what you need on them.
o Provide kids with small notebooks on which to write down
their ideas and thoughts that should be written in the Field
Notes section of the map.
• Benefits of a Kids Field Kit
o Kids may write down their thoughts throughout the week
and see how much they’ve learned.
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o The kits may serve as an incentive to come back on Day 5
or for a family night celebration to receive the kit with the
binoculars.
o The Kids Field Kit includes a lot of great information about
the Bible story for each day. This is great material for kids to
take into their homes and other family members to see and
read.

11. Present bonus activities (15 minutes). Point out the Bonus Activities located
at the end of each day’s lesson. Explain each activity is designed to take
about ten minutes. Each day you’ll have four options. Form 4 small groups by
providing each conferee an expedition tag and group like-colored tags
together. (You will only distribute 4 colors of tags.) Assign each group an
activity bag. Allow 5 minutes for each group to complete the activity in its
bags. If you are short on time, only review the activities and purpose of each
activity as listed below:
• Group 1 will put the map markers in order of how the activities appear
each day: Start It, Learn It, Live It, Finish It, along with the 4 bonus
activities. Review different ways to work with a varied schedule. The
most important part of the Bible study is the Bible story. Make sure you
are teaching that content before you anything else. Help conferees
understand different ways to make the information given work within
their specific time allotments. Be sure to emphasize “Learn It” is the
most important part that must be included in the Bible story. Add in
other activities as the schedule allows. Explain how the bonus
activities may be used as needed where needed.
• Group 2 will learn how a bonus verse and activity is provided for each
day. One example is trusting your VBS friends to help you put the
verse in order while you are blindfolded.
• Group 3 will use a Bible Skills activity called “Boulder Bowling” to
discover what type of Bible Skills will be practiced each day.
• Group 4 will use the binoculars (Field Study Kit) to identify four
different terms. Two application activities are provided each day that
take what has been learned and turn it into an engaging activity for
kids. Locating the words with the binoculars is one example of kids
identifying words and then using those to launch a discussion. This is
a great place for the “Discussion Questions” (CD) and “Review
Questions” (CD) to be used.

12. Issue a challenge (5 minutes). Ask conferees to take their expedition tags
with them. Men may choose to keep their tags in their pockets, and women
may put it in their change area of their wallets. Another suggestion is to hang
it on a cabinet door or some other place where it can’t be missed. Challenge
conferees to pray for the kids they will be ministering to throughout the
Journey Off the Map in 2015.

13. Conclude with prayer (5 minutes). Pray for conferees and offer to answer
any specific questions conferees have after the conference concludes.
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Field Study Notes
VBS 2015 Grades 3-4
Bible Study Leader Guide

Packing List:
• VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Bible Study Leader ___________
• VBS 2015 Grades 3-4 Leader ____________
• Bible Study Enhanced _______
• Kids Field __________
Study Session:
• Day 1:
•

Day 2:

•

Day 3

•

Day 4

•

Day 5

Important Notes and Reminders:
• Motto and Bible Verse: Isaiah 30:21
• Sharing the Gospel: Days 1, 3
• Field Study Kits
Daily Schedule:
• Start It
• Learn It
• Live It
• Finish It
Available 10 Minute Activities:

• Application 1 and 2
• Bonus Verse
• Bible Skills
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Day 1 Bible Story Picture
Place on back of pack Item 8
•
•
•
•
•
•

Know Your Guide
Today’s Point: Jesus is our Guide. Our journey begins with Him when we
trust Jesus as our Lord and Savior.
Bible Story: Galatians 4:4-5; Luke 2:8-11; Matthew 4:23-25; 1 Corinthians
15:3-5
This story includes Jesus’ birth, death, resurrection, and ascension into
heaven.
Items used to tell this story include: Pack item 4 and 7
NEXT DIRECTION: Southeast

Item 1A

Day 2 Bible Story Picture
Place on back of pack Item 14
•
•
•
•

•
•

Follow Your Guide
Today’s Point: Daniel chose to obey God no matter what. God wants us to
follow our Guide, Jesus.
Bible Story: Daniel 1
This story includes Daniel’s time in King Nebuchadnezzar’s court training
to serve the king. He asked permission to eat a different diet than the
other men who were also training. Daniel and his friends were in much
better shape than the other men who ate the king’s food.
Items used to tell this story include: Disposable straws, red paper or
“Scripture Signals” (CD)
NEXT DIRECTION: North

Item 1B
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Day 3 Bible Story Picture
Place on back of pack Item 16
•
•

•
•

•
•

Trust Your Guide
Today’s Point: Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego trusted that God’s way
was the best regardless of their circumstances. Jesus wants us to trust
Him, just as these three men trusted God.
Bible Story: Daniel 3
This story includes King Nebuchadnezzar, Meschach, Abednego, and
Shadrach. The three men refused to bow down and worship the statue
King Nebuchadnezzar had constructed. The king threw the men in a very
hot fire, and the men didn’t die. In fact, the men came out of the fire
without even the smell of smoke on their clothing. King Nebuchadnezzar
praised God.
Items used to tell this story include: sticks or twigs, Bible Study CD Track
3
NEXT DIRECTION: Southwest

Item 1C

Day 4 Bible Story Picture
Place on back of pack Item 19
•
•

•
•

•
•

Stay on Track
Today’s Point: No matter what changed around Daniel, he kept his focus
on God who never changes. Jesus wants us to focus on Him by daily
following Him.
Bible Story: Daniel 6
This story includes Daniel’s choice to worship God and not King Darius.
Several men didn’t like Daniel and tricked King Darius into signing the law
that Daniel broke. Even though he doesn’t want to do it, the King must
thrown Daniel into a lion’s den for breaking the law. Daniel survives, and
King Darius is amazed by God’s power.
Items used to tell this story include: Pack item 18.
NEXT DIRECTION: Northwest

Item 1D
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Day 5 Bible Story Picture
Place on back of pack Item 21
•
•

•
•

•

Keep Watching
Today’s Point: Just like Daniel, our journey is part of a much bigger story.
God gave Daniel a promise of things to come. God has promised to
complete our journey with Him through His Son, Jesus.
Bible Story: Daniel 10:7-12; 12:13; John 14:1-4; Revelation 22:7
This story includes several moments from Daniel’s life, including a vision
he saw, God’s promise to bless Him, information about the future, and a
promise that Jesus would be back quickly.
Items used to tell this story include: Pack item 23

Item 1E
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Conference Outline Item 2
[[Cut apart and place in the bags as directed.]]
2a: Directions: Place the map markers in the order in which they appear in each
session.

2b: Directions: Blindfold a volunteer. Place “Proverbs 3:5-6” (CD) on the table, and
provide directions to the blindfolded volunteer to put the words to the verse in the
correct order.

2c. Directions: Knock down the bowling pins in the correct order of each day’s Bible
story title. If you knock down the pins out of order, reset the pins and begin again.

2d. Directions: Use the binoculars provided to read the very small print and discover
the words.
application activity

bonus verse

bible skills

application activity
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